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Abstract: 

A mathematical model for system life and reliability of a multiple power takeoff aeroengine 

accessory gearbox transmission was presented. The geometry model of accessory gear train 

system is distributed to multiple subsystems by the different transmitting powers. The subsystem 

is composed by three basic gear unit cases: spiral bevel gear unit, single mesh cylindrical gear unit 

and compound cylindrical gear unit. The lives of each component are combined to determine the 

unit life. The unit transmission and subsystem transmission interface models are defined to 

dispose the loads of common components in order to get the subsystem and the total system 

transmission life. A numerical example of a multiple power takeoff accessory gear train illustrates 

the use of this program. The initial design could not fulfill the design life requirement, and a 

design modification was performed to improve the system life and to balance the life of each 

component. The results of the redesign show that the accessory gear train has a more balanced life 

distribution by strengthening the weak parts of the transmission, and the overall life of total 

system is increased above the design requirement. This program can help the designer to approach 

an optimal accessory gearbox transmission design efficiently. 

 

Key words: Accessory gearbox; Power takeoff ; Gear train; Life model; Reliability; Numerical 

program; 

 

1 Introduction 

Accessories like main fuel pump, lube pump, starter, hydraulic pump, integrated drive generator 

are mounted on an accessory gearbox (AGB) located on the fan case or on the core of an aircraft 

engine. The AGB provides electric, fuel, lube and hydraulic requirements, and plays a vital role in 

the operation of aeroengine and aircraft. General specification for aircraft turbojet and turbofan 

engines requires a special life and reliability limit for the accessory gear transmission. It’s 

imperative for the designer that accessory gear train skeleton should be created to fulfill the 

specification’s requirement in the preliminary design, which is an iterative process with manual 

intervention for moving designs across different design disciplines [1].  

Mean time between overhauls (MTBO) or mean time between failures (MTBF) is an important 

property for the reliability of an AGB transmission module [2-5], since the engine maintenance 

cost is the major part of aircraft maintenance costs [6]. For a new transmission, a high MTBO 

means a long service life and a safe design. Selecting the extreme large MTBO or getting an over 

safety design leads to heavy, overdesigned gear transmission, and it is not conform to the 

aeroengine application. In the preliminary design, engine and aircraft requirements are not 

specified. The designer needs to change the gear trains and reevaluates a new design. The testing 

of gear transmission [7-9] is also used for evaluating its reliability in selecting an optimal gear 

trains, but it is time consuming and expensive for tests to obtain accurate results. In cases such as 

this, computer programs come to the aid of the designer. 
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The Lundberg-Palmgren fatigue life model [10-12] is usually used for the life analysis of 

different types of bearings, and is also used for the analysis of fatigue lives of spur, helical [13-15] 

and bevel gears [16] assuming surface pitting as the eventual mode of failure. The reliability 

model is based on the reliabilities of the individual gears and bearings and is a two-parameter 

Weibull distribution in nature [17, 18]. It’s widely used in the numerical study of a single planet 

transmission or a combinational reduction transmission with single power input and single power 

output [19-23]. However, it’s much more complex for a multiple power takeoff accessory gear 

transmission, since their components belong to multiple power flows and the loads of the common 

components combined in different angles, while those are not included in the previous models. 

In this paper, system life and reliability modeling of a multiple power takeoff AGB transmission 

was developed. The system geometry model is distributed to subsystems by their power 

transmitted, and each subsystem contains typical units. These units include spiral bevel gear unit, 

single mesh cylindrical gear unit and compound cylindrical gear unit, which could compose most 

AGB gear train of an aeroengine. Examples are presented to illustrate the effect of the program. 

An initial design of AGB transmission shows a low system life, and an optimized one is 

performed to give a more reasonable design. 

 

 

2 Motion Analyses and Component Load 

2.1 Transmission Configurations 

A typical AGB gear train of an aeroengine under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The input 

shaft of inlet gearbox (IGB) is the aeroengine’s high pressure shaft. Power of aeroengine turbine 

flows to IGB, transfer gearbox (TGB) and AGB in series, and flows to the accessories mounted on 

the AGB finally. The couplings between each gearbox are assumed to be splines, only able to 

transmit torque loads between them. IGB and TGB have a Spiral bevel gear unit separately. Figure 

1 shows three accessories A1, A2 and A3 on the AGB for this analysis. Accessories A1 and A2 are 

transmitted by single mesh cylindrical gear unit from their input gear shaft AGB SH2 and AGB 

SH1. Accessory A3 is transmitted by compound cylindrical gear unit from its input gear shaft 

AGB SH1. It may contain more accessories in other aeroengine applications, which could perform 

the gear train skeleton by adding additional gear units. 

 

Figure 1 Typical AGB gear train 

There are four power flows identified by different input and output powers for AGB gear train 

shown in Figure 1, which are named Subsystem 1, 2, 3 and 4. Gear train of Subsystem 1 (S1) 

includes IGB, TGB and the shaft AGB SH1. Subsystem 2 (S2) includes gear shafts AGB SH1 and 

AGB SH2. Similarity, shafts AGB SH1, AGB SH4 and AGB SH5 compose Subsystem 4 (S3), and 

shafts AGB SH2 and AGB SH3 compose Subsystem 3 (S4). Each subsystem is composed of the 

three basic gear units or their combination. 

 

2.2 Basic Gear Unit Cases 

Three basic gear unit cases comprise the transmission power flow subsystems. These unit cases 

are: spiral bevel gear unit, single mesh cylindrical gear unit and compound cylindrical gear unit, as 

shown schematically in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Figure 2 Spiral bevel gear unit 

 

 

Figure 3 Single mesh cylindrical gear unit 

 

 

Figure 4 Compound cylindrical gear unit 

Each unit case has the input and output gears supported by two bearings: bearing 1 and bearing 

2 from left to right. The locations of input and output gears are specified by distance A and B, A is 

measured from gear center to bearing 1 center, B is measured from gear center to bearing 2 center. 

Compound cylindrical gear unit includes an intermediate shaft carried two intermediate gears 

supported on two bearings, which are named bearing 1, bearing 2 and gear 1, gear2 from left to 

right respectively. The distances C, D and E locate these gears. C is measured from gear 1 center 

to bearing 1 center; D is measured from gear 1 center to gear 2 center; E is measured from gear 2 

center to bearing 2 center. The shaft angle Σ is the angle between the input gear axis and the 

output gear axis for spiral bevel gear unit. For compound cylindrical gear unit, the shaft angle Σ is 

measured from the input shaft and intermediate shaft center-line to the intermediate shaft and 

output shaft center-line, counterclockwise about the intermediate shaft looked at from the input 

shaft, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 5 Spiral bevel gear forces 

 

For a spiral bevel gear unit, the gear forces include Ft, Fr and Fa, as shown in Figure 5. These 

forces are dependent on the direction of the spiral hand, the direction of rotation and whether it is 

a driver or a driven gear. The gear forces can be obtained 

t

m
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F

d
=                                    (1) 

( )t
r n m

m

tan cos sin sin
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F
F α δ β δ

β
= ±                      (2) 
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F
F α δ β δ

β
=                      (3) 

Where Ft, Fr and Fa are the tangential, radial and axial load; T is the torque; dm is the mean pitch 

diameter; βm is the spiral angle; αn is the normal pressure angle at pitch surface; δ is the pitch 

angle. 

Eqs. (1)-(3) are for a right-hand driving gear rotated clockwise or a left-hand driving gear 

rotated counterclockwise. These equations are also for a right-hand driven gear rotated 

counterclockwise or a left-hand driven gear rotated clockwise. For the other four cases the sign of 

the last term is switched. The direction of spiral hand is taken as seen from the apex looking 

towards back side of the gear. The direction of rotation is taken as seen from the back side of the 
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gear looking towards the apex.  

Eqs. (1)-(3) can also be applied to cylindrical gear unit with spur or helical gears. For the spur 

gear, βm and δ are zero. For the helical gear, βm is the helical angle and δ is zero. 

The bearing supporting the gear have reactions in three directions: axial, radial and tangential, 

which act in the same plane of gear loads. The bearing axial reaction equal to the axial gear load if 

it is the only bearing can stand axial load, or equal to half of the axial gear load if two bearings 

share this load.  

The tangential bearing reactions are:  

bt1 t

B
F F

A B
=

+
                                 (4) 

bt2 t

A
F F

A B
=

+
                                 (5) 

The radial bearing reactions are:  
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⋅ −
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Where Fbt1 and Fbt2 are the tangential reactions of bearing 1 and bearing 2; Fbr1 and Fbr2 are the 

radial reactions of bearing 1 and bearing 2; r is the mean pitch radius. 

The distance A is taken as positive for a straddle mounting and negative for an overhung 

mounting. For the intermediate shaft or a shaft within more than one gear, the bearing reactions in 

each direction are the vector sums of the react component of each gear, and then sum to the total 

bearing reaction force. For example, the total reaction of bearing 1 is 

2 2

b1 bt1 br1F F F= +                                  (8) 

Where Fb1 is the total reaction of bearing 1. 

For the intermediate shaft with two gears, the analysis for the bearing loads is performed in the 

similary way, but the variables C, D and E are used to define the distances between gears and 

bearings instead of variables A and B, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

2.3 Contact Line Length 

The length of contact line is an important parameter for evaluating the gear tooth capacity. It is 

easy to get the value of contact line length by formular equations for spur and helical gears [24], 

as 

( ) ( ) ( )0.5 0.5
2 2 2 2

O1 b1 O2 b2 1 2 rsinZ r r r r r r α = − ± − − + ⋅  
                 (9) 

Where Z is the length of contact line of cylindrical gear pair; rO1, rb1, r1 and rO2, rb2, r2 are the 

addendum radius, base and pitch radius of pinion and gear, respectively; αr is the operating 

transverse pressure angle. Double signs are used in Eq. (9), the upper sign applies to external gears 

and the lower sign applies to internal gears. 
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It is more complicated for spiral bevel gear to get the value of contact line length. There are two 

ways to obtain spiral bevel gear’s contact line length: by tooth contact analysis (TCA) and by 

formular equations. Here the AGMA design standard [25], the length of contact line is given by: 

N I b

2

cosb Z
s

η β
η

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
=                           (10) 

Where s is contact line length of spiral bevel gear pair; b is net face width; ZN is length of action in 

mean normal section; η and ηI are intermediate variables; βb is mean base spiral angle. 

 

 

2.4 Unit Transmission and Subsystem Transmission Interface 

In a multiple power takeoff AGB gear transmission, it contains several accessory power takeoff 

shafts and may have two or more power branches from the main power train in the interface shaft. 

The total transmission system is composed of subsystems which have a certain translation power, 

and the sum of each subsystem’s takeoff power is the total system input power. Subsystem is 

composed of the basic gear units as described in the previous section.  

The output shaft of the first unit should be the same as the input shaft of the second unit, or they 

are two shafts in the same center line connected by splines solidly into a whole one, which is 

defined as the interface shaft. In a subsystem, the structure of interface shaft between units can be 

sorted in three types, as shown in Figure 6. The hollow arrow is the power output of the first unit, 

and the solid arrow is the power input of the next unit. In Figure 6(a), they act on the same gear. In 

Figure 6(b), they are act on two different gears. Both Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) contain a single 

shaft with two bearings. In Figure 6(c), they act on two gears in two shafts with their own bearings 

supporting. 

 

Figure 6 unit interface 

The power flows in the main power train as the first subsystem. One or more new subsystems 

should be created when a power branch joint or a power takeoff joint appear. The power branch 

joint is the interface shaft where two or more power outputs are driven in different directions. The 

power takeoff joint is the interface shaft where one or two accessories are mounted at each end 

pad to deliver power. These joints are named subflow joint and subpower joint separately, and 

form the subsystem interface. The subpower joint is the same to Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). The 

subflow joint is shown in Figure 7. Similarity, the hollow arrow is the power output of the first 

subsystem, and the solid arrow is the power input of the next subsystems. In a subflow joint, there 

may be two or three flow branches, and here the maximum number of branches is set to three. 

These cases in Figure 7 can construct most accessory gear trains of current aeroengines. 

 

 

Figure 7 Subflow joint 

The interface shaft is the common component for the connected subsystems or units. The 

bearings and gears on the common shaft are identical for the concerning subsystems or units. In a 

certain unit, the gears and bearings have steady loads, and they are analyzed as the components of 

a basic unit transmission. When the basic units assemble a subsystem or subsystems assemble the 

total system, the loads of gears and bearings should be vector superimposed for analyzing the life 
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and reliability of subsystem transmission or total system transmission. An angle θ must be 

introduced to show the relationship of each force vector or power flow direction vector, as shown 

in Figure 8. θ is measured counter clockwise from the output of the first unit gear load to the input 

of the second or third unit gear load seen from bearing 1 looking towards bearing 2. Gear forces 

could be combined by angle,θ, and then it is used for bearing forces combination. The 

superimposed bearing forces on each bearing are given by Eq. (11)-(13). 

 

 

Figure 8 Gear force superposition 

 

ba baI baII baIIF F F F= + +                                  (11) 

bt btI btII 1 btII 2cos cosF F F Fθ θ= − ⋅ − ⋅                         (12) 

br brI brII 1 brII 2cos cosF F F Fθ θ= + ⋅ + ⋅                         (13) 

Where Fba, Fbt and Fbr are the axial, tangential and radial force of bearing, respectively; Ft and Fr 

are the tangential and radial force of gear as shown in Figure 8; θ1 and θ2 are the first and second 

output power flow direction angle relative to the input power in the interface shaft. Both in Figure 

8 and Eq. (11)-(13), the subscript letters I, II and III indicate the first, second and third unit or 

subsystem, respectively. 

 

 

3 Lives and Dynamic Capacities 

3.1 Bearing Life and Capacity 

The Lundberg-Palmgren model was used to predict bearing life for a long time. A modified 

equation with adjustment factors was developed for the technology improvement in the area of 

material, processing, manufacturing and operating conditions. The modified equation [26] is 

B

10B B

p

B

B

C
L a

P

 
=  

 
                                (14) 

Where L10B is the adjusted 90% reliability life of bearing in millions of load cycles; aB is the life 

adjustment factor dependent on the bearing material and its processing; CB is the basic dynamic 

load capacity; PB is the equivalent load; The power, pB, is the load-life exponent, and the proposed 

value is 3 for ball bearings, 10/3 for roller bearings.  

 

3.2 Gear Life and Capacity 

Based on the Lundberg-Palmgren theory, the spur gear life [14] can be written as 

G

1

10t
10G

1 e L
L

z k

 =  
 

                                (15) 

Where L10G and L10t are the 90% reliability life of gear and a single gear tooth in millions of load 

cycles; z is the number of teeth on the gear; eG is the Weibull slope for the gear and is assumed to 

be 2.5; k is the ratio from tooth load cycles to the system input shaft, which makes all components 
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on the same counting base. 

For helical and spiral bevel gears, the gear lives are modeled as equivalent spur gears in the 

normal plane [23]. 

The 90% reliability life of a single gear tooth in millions of load cycles is 

G

t
10t t

t

p

C
L a

P

 
=  

 
                                (16) 

Where at is the life adjustment factor similar to that for rolling bearings; Ct is the basic load 

capacity of the gear tooth; pG is the load-life exponent usually taken as 4.3; Pt is the normal tooth 

load. For the intermediate gear in the interface shaft with multiple gear forces, Pt is the equivalent 

normal tooth load determined as follows: 

G G G G

1

t1 t2 tn
t

...
p p p pP P P

P
n

 + + +
=  
 

                       (17) 

Where Pt1, Pt2, ..., Ptn are the normal tooth load of gear mesh 1, 2, ..., n. 

The basic load capacity of the gear tooth is 

0.907 1.165 0.093

t mC B b lρ − −= ⋅                            (18) 

Where 

1 2 n

1 1 1

sin
ρ

ρ ρ α
 

= + 
 

                             (19) 

Where Bm is a material constant; l is length of stressed track, for spur and helical gears, its value 

equals to Z in Eq. (9), and for spiral bevel gear, its value equals to s in Eq. (10); b is the net face 

width for spur gear, and is the effect face width for helical and spiral bevel gears. ρ is the 

curvature sum at the start of single tooth contact; ρ1 and ρ2 are the radii of curvature of the pinion 

tooth surface and gear tooth surface at the contact point.  

 

3.3 System Life and Capacity 

The reliabilities of the individual bearing and gear are assumed to be a strict series. The lives of 

each component are combined to determine the system life using the two-parameter Weibull 

distribution function [13], as follows: 

S

1S 10,

1 1
ln ln

0.9

ie
n

i i

L

R L=

    = ⋅           
∑                          (20) 

Where RS and LS are the reliability and the life of the entire system; ei and L10,i are the Weibull 

slope and the 90% reliability life of component i; n is the number of components. 

Components such as gear and different types of bearings have different Weibul slopes. Eq. (20) 

can be solved at a reliability range, and the values of reliability versus life are plotted on Weibull 

paper. Using a least-squares fit, the Weibul slope of entire system can be determined, and then the 

two-parameter Weibull distribution with the system reliability can be written as: 

S

S

S 10,S

1 1
ln ln

0.9

e

L

R L

    = ⋅          
                          (21) 
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Where eS and L10,S are the Weibull slope and the 90% reliability life of the entire system. 

The system mean life is the average of the mean lives of the individual components. The failure 

rate is defined as the reciprocal of the mean life, and the transmission system life is given as: 

1av,S av,

1 1n

i iL L=

=∑                                   (22) 

Where Lav,S and Lav,i are the mean life of entire system and component i. 

Using the Palmgren load-life model in terms of component torques and lives, Eq. (20) becomes: 

S

1

1

i ie p
n

i i

C

C

⋅

=

 
=  

 
∑                                 (23) 

Where CS and Ci are the basic dynamic capacity of entire system and component i; pi is the 

load-life exponent of component i. 

Different reliability lives of system are calculated at various input torques. The negative 

reciprocal of load-life exponent of entire system can be found using a linear regression which is 

similar to the calculation of Weibul slope. The basic dynamic capacity of system is given by: 

S

S
10,S

I

p

C
L

T

 
=  
 

                                 (24) 

Where pS is the load-life exponent of entire system; TI is the input torque of the transmission 

system. 

 

 

4 Program Structure 

The flow chart of the program is shown in Figure 9. AGB gear train as a whole transmission 

system contains a series of connected subsystems and each subsystem contains one or more units. 

All units should be one of the three basic unit cases, which are the basic input modules in the input 

file. The input file contains various parameters, which include the input power, speed and 

direction of input shaft rotation, units, subsystems and total system configuration, properties and 

configurations of all gears and bearings, and also the interface shaft geometry and properties. The 

output gear train layout, subsystem knot diagram and orthographic projection can be used for 

checking the transmission configuration, where S1, S2, ..., Sn are the subsystem 1, subsystem 2, 

…, subsystem n. The life and capacity of each component in unit transmission are determined, and 

then the life and capacity of unit can be obtained. When the calculation of all units in a subsystem 

is done, the life and capacity results of the subsystem can be obtained. The results of each 

subsystem can be used to get the life and capacity results of the entire system. 

 

Figure 9 Program flow chart 

 

 

5 Applications 

5.1 Numerical Example 

A multiple power takeoff accessory gearbox transmission used for this analysis consists of IGB, 

TGB and AGB, as shown in Figure 1. The IGB and TGB consist of a spiral bevel gear mesh 
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separately. The AGB consist of three accessories: A1, A2 and A3. The input power is 150 kW at 

the speed of 15000 r/min in the counter clockwise looked towards the flying direction. Gears are 

initially designed to satisfy the requirement of bending strength and pitting resistance. Bearings 

are usually selected from the bearing catalogue or from the past experience in similar applications. 

The basic gear and bearing parameters are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1 Basic gear parameters 

Gear description 
Number 

of teeth 

Module 

(mm) 

Pressure 

angle (°) 
Face width 

(mm) 

Spiral 

angle (°) 
Hand of 

spiral 

IGB input gear 37 4.2 20 25 35 Left 

IGB output gear 35 4.2 20 25 35 Right 

TGB input gear 29 4.2 20 25 35 Right 

TGB output gear 31 4.2 20 25 35 Left 

AGB SH1 gear 37 2 25 12 0 -- 

AGB SH2 gear 67 2 25 12 0 -- 

AGB SH3 gear 63 2 25 6 0 -- 

AGB SH4 gear1 63 2 25 6 0 -- 

AGB SH4 gear2 37 2 25 8 0 -- 

AGB SH5 gear 73 2 25 8 0 -- 

 

Table 2 Basic bearing parameters 

Bearing description 

Bore 

diameter 

(mm) 

Outside 

diameter 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Basic 

dynamic 

capacity 

(kN) 

Static 

capacity of 

ball bearing 

(kN) 

IGB input bearing1 100 180 30 130 135 

IGB input bearing2 100 150 24 145 -- 

IGB output bearing1, 

TGB input bearing1, 

TGB output bearing1 

40 70 20 45 -- 

IGB output bearing2, 

TGB input bearing2, 

TGB output bearing2 

40 68 15 30 20 

All bearings in AGB 

except AGB SH5 

bearing2 

30 62 16 20.3 11.2 

AGB SH5 bearing2 25 52 15 14.8 7.8 

 

5.2 Discussion of Results 

The GUI interface of the program is shown in Figure 10. The decomposed gear train skeleton, 

subsystem knot diagram and orthographic projection are shown in the upside of Figure 10. They 

are utilized to check whether the analyzing gear train is consistent with the required layout and the 

input parameters in the input file is correct. There are four subsystems in this gear train. For the 

initial design 1 as shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the lives of total system and each subsystem 
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presented in the Weibull plot are shown in Figure 11. It can be found that the subsystem 1 has the 

largest life against the other three subsystems. The life data of subsystem 2 is the most close to the 

total system, and it is the weakest part of the entire transmission. By further examination, it can be 

seen from Figure 12, which shows the mean life and dynamic capacity of entire system and each 

component. These results show that the gears in AGB have the lowest life under the design 

requirement of 10000 hours except AGB SH4 gear 2. AGB SH1 gear has a special low life of 892 

hours, which dominates the life and dynamic capacity of the total transmission. For total system, 

the life is only 898 hours, and the value of dynamic capacity is 250 N·m by converting into input 

torque. It can also be found that the lives of each component in this gear train are not balanceable, 

where the values of the bearings are much higher than gears’. In order to improve this 

transmission, some change of gears and bearings are done in design 2 as listed in Table 3 and 

Table 4, and they only show the values of components which are changed compared with design 1. 

 

 

Figure 10 GUI interface of the program 

 

 

Figure 11 Life versus probability of system failure (Design 1) 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Life and dynamic capacity of total system and each component (Design 1) 

 

Table 3 Basic parameters of the redesigned gears 

Gear description 
Number 

of teeth 

Module 

(mm) 

Pressure 

angle (°) 
Face width 

(mm) 

Spiral 

angle (°) 
Hand of 

spiral 

AGB SH1 gear 33 2.5 25 18 0 -- 

AGB SH2 gear 59 2.5 25 18 0 -- 

AGB SH3 gear 55 2.5 25 10 0 -- 

AGB SH4 gear1 56 2.5 25 12 0 -- 

AGB SH4 gear2 33 2.5 25 12 0 -- 

AGB SH5 gear 65 2.5 25 12 0 -- 

 

Table 4 Basic parameters of the redesigned bearings 

Bearing description 

Bore 

diameter 

(mm) 

Outside 

diameter 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Basic 

dynamic 

capacity 

(kN) 

Static 

capacity of 

ball bearing 

(kN) 

All bearings in AGB 

except AGB SH5 

bearing2 

30 55 13 13.8 8.3 

AGB SH5 bearing2 25 47 8 8.06 4.75 

 

For the design 2, the system Weibull plots are shown in Figure 13, and the life and dynamic 
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capacity values of components and the total system are shown in Figure 14. The life of subsystem 

4, subsystem 3 and subsystem 2 increased significantly, since the AGB gears modified by 

changing module, face width and number of teeth, but the gear ratio of each accessory changed 

only slightly. The lives of the AGB gears are increased by increasing their dynamic capacities. The 

lives and dynamic capacities of AGB bearings in design 2 are declined compared to the results of 

design 1, since these bearings are reselected with smaller size and lower basic dynamic capacities, 

but they are still much higher than the values of gears’. For total system transmission, the dynamic 

capacity equals to 467 N·m, and the life is 10093 hours which is above the design requirement. 

This indicates that the weakest part of the gear train is the AGB gears. When those components are 

strengthened, the entire system will get a much higher MTBO. However, the design 2 of this AGB 

gear train may not be the best solution and can also be improved by a further optimization. 

 

 

Figure 13 Life versus probability of system failure (Design2) 

 

 

Figure 14 Life and dynamic capacity of total system and each component (Design2) 

 

 

6 Conclusions 

A system life and reliability model of a multiple power takeoff accessory gearbox was developed 

by the combination of the models of individual bearings and gears. The system geometry model is 

distributed to subsystems by the different transmitting powers, and each subsystem is composed 

by the three basic gear unit cases: spiral bevel gear unit, single mesh cylindrical gear unit and 

compound cylindrical gear unit. The lives of each component are combined to determine the unit 

life. By using the unit transmission and subsystem transmission interface models, the loads of 

common components are recalculated to get the subsystem and the total system transmission life 

sequentially. A numerical example of a multiple power takeoff AGB gear train is presented to 

illustrate the use of the program. The results of the initial design 1 show the AGB gears are the 

critical parts of the gear train, and the total system life is 898 hours which is not satisfy the 

requirement of design. Design 2 as a modification was performed to improve the system life and 

to balance the life of each component. The results of this redesign show that the AGB gear train 

has a more balanced life distribution, and the overall life of total system is increased to 10093 

hours above the design requirement. When the weak components are strengthened, the entire 

system will get a much higher MTBO. However, the design 2 of this AGB gear train may not be 

the best solution and can also be improved by a further optimization. This program can help the 

designer to approach an optimal AGB transmission design efficiently. 
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Figures

Figure 1

Typical AGB gear train



Figure 2

Spiral bevel gear unit



Figure 3

Single mesh cylindrical gear unit



Figure 4

Compound cylindrical gear unit



Figure 5

Spiral bevel gear forces

Figure 6



Unit interface

Figure 7

Sub�ow joint



Figure 8

Gear force superposition



Figure 9

Program �ow chart



Figure 10

GUI interface of the program



Figure 11

Life versus probability of system failure (Design 1)



Figure 12

Life and dynamic capacity of total system and each component (Design 1)



Figure 13

Life versus probability of system failure (Design2)



Figure 14

Life and dynamic capacity of total system and each component (Design2)
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